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Abstract 

Many people are being hospitalized and are dying from COVID-19 as the right treatment has 

not yet been identified. We investigate the factors related to the severity and mortality of 

COVID-19 using big data-machine learning techniques. This retrospective study included 8070 

SARS-CoV-2 confirmed patients of the 129,120 SARS-CoV-2 RNA tested patients in South 

Korea between January and July 2020, and whose data were available from the National Health 

Insurance Service. Primary endpoint was comorbidity, severity and mortality rate in COVID-

19. Machine learning algorithms were performed to evaluate the effects of comorbidities on 

severity and mortality rate of COVID-19. The most common comorbidities of COVID-19 were 

pulmonary inflammation followed by anosmia. The model that best predicted severity was a 

neural network (AUC: 85.06%). The most important variable for predicting severity in the 

neural network model was a history of influenza (relative importance: 0.129). The model that 

best predicted mortality was the logistic regression elastic net (EN) model (AUC: 93.86%). 

The most important variables for mortality in the EN model were age (coefficient: 2.136) and 

anosmia (coefficient: –1.438). Through the state-of-the-art machine learning algorithm and 

8070 patients of COVID-19 patients in South Korea, influenza was found to be a major adverse 

factor in addition to old age and male sex. In addition, anosmia was found to be a major factor 

associated with lower severity and mortality rates. The patient’s history of influenza and 

anosmia will be an important indicator for predicting the severity and mortality of COVID-19 

patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 

At November 27 2020, 60 million patients had been infected with COVID-19 worldwide, and 

about 1.4 million had died from the disease.1 This virus belongs to the same coronavirus family 

as the MERS virus that circulated in 2015, but it is much more infectious, and the world is 

currently experiencing a pandemic.2 However, the factors affecting disease severity and 

mortality have not yet been clearly identified. 

In Korea, which has had widespread medical insurance coverage since 1990 (National Health 

Insurance Service; NHIS), almost all citizens including all patients diagnosed with COVID-19 

have benefiting from this coverage. The NHIS has the advantage of being able to provide 

information on underlying diseases as well as the demographic factors of all the COVID-19 

patients. 

Machine learning (ML) was developed back in the 1970s, but its widespread application has 

only been in the spotlight since 2010 once appropriate computer technology had evolved. 

Developed by statisticians, but unlike statistics, it is an algorithm where prediction is the most 

important outcome. Therefore, it is appropriate to use the ML algorithm to try to predict the 

mortality and severity of COVID-19. 

In this paper, we have analyzed the factors affecting the severity and mortality of COVID-19 

patients registered in the NHIS of South Korea using ML algorithms. 
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METHODS 

Ethical considerations 

This study passed the institutional review board (IRB) of Jeonbuk National University Hospital 

(no. 2020-04-067). All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant guidelines and 

regulations. Informed consent was obtained from all subjects. 

Data sources 

The NHIS data for this study included 8070 patients diagnosed with COVID-19 between 1 

January and 30 July 2020 in South Korea. The NHIS data provided the patients’ history of use 

of medical services (hospital visits, billing data) from 2015 to 2020. (Figure 1A) This data is 

in the form of combining data from the Korea Centers for Disease Control and the National 

Health Insurance Service, and included 129120 patients who underwent SARS-CoV-2 RNA 

test from hospital admission to death from January 1, 2020 to May 1, 2020. Of the 129,120 

SARS-CoV-2 RNA tested patients, we enrolled 8070 SARS-CoV-2 confirmed patients. 

 

Definition of severity and mortality of COVID-19 

The severity of COVID-19 was defined as the end result with one of following conditions. 1) 

Intensive care unit (ICU) care; 2) Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) treatment; 

3) Mechanical ventilator care; 4) high flow oxygen supply. 

The mortality of COVID-19 was also checked because the NHIS data was connected to the 

Korea Disease Control and Prevention Agency and Statistics Korea, which has the mortality 

data. 
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Comorbidity of COVID-19 

A total of 21 diseases were chosen as the underlying diseases in the 8070 COVID-19 patients. 

NHIS-customized data for the past 5 years were selected for the patients confirmed with 

COVID-19, and hospital use records for the past 5 years were used to identify the following 

inclusion criteria. 

Hypertension (HTN): a patient with 1) high blood pressure ICD-10 code (I10, I101, I109) and 

2) taking antihypertensive drugs at least twice every 3 months. 

Diabetes mellitus (DM): a patient with 1) diabetes ICD-10 code (E10, E11, E12, E13, E14, 

O24) and 2) taking antidiabetic drugs at least twice every 3 months. 

Influenza: a patient who 1) has had the influenza ICD-10 code (J10, J11) and 2) took the 

influenza medication 3) a positive result of a real-time RT-PCR assay of nasal or pharyngeal 

swabs 

Cancer: patients with an ICD-10 code for any type of cancer. 

Pulmonary disease: patients with an ICD-10 code for lower respiratory tract disease (asthma, 

COPD, bronchitis, bronchiolitis). 

Angiotensin Receptor Blocker (ARB) among hypertensive patients: 1) patients taking 

angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor or ARB; 2) patients who took these drugs at least 

twice every 3 months. 

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD): 1) patients who have an ICD-10 code (K21) for 

GERD and 2) who had undergone laryngoscopy or gastroscopy in their local practice. 

Acute sinusitis (A_sinusitis): a patient whose ICD-10 code (J01) for acute sinusitis was present 

more than twice every 3 months. 
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Chronic sinusitis (C_sinusitis): a patient whose ICD-10 code (J32) for chronic sinusitis was 

present more than twice every 3 months. 

Osteoporosis: 1) patients with osteoporosis ICD-10 code (M80, M81) and 2) bone mineral 

density (BMD) in their treatment. 

Cardiovascular disease (CVD): a patient whose ICD-10 code for CVD (G45, G46, I60 to I63) 

was present more than twice every 3 months. 

Angina: 1) a patient with an ICD-10 code for angina (I20) and 2) who had received an exercise 

(tolerance) test. 

Peripheral vascular disease (PVD): patients with PVD ICD-10 code (I70, I71). 

Congestive heart failure (CHF): 1) Patients with ICD-10 codes for CHF (I43, I50) and 2) who 

had received an echocardiogram for diagnosis or treatment. 

Depression: a patient with ICD-10 code (F32 to F34) for depression. 

Rheumatologic disease (RA): patients with ICD-10 code (M05, M06, M32 to M34) for 

rheumatologic disease. 

Hepatitis: 1) Patients who have ICD-10 code (K73) for liver disease and 2) who underwent 

abdominal ultrasonography. 

Myocardial infarction (MI): 1) Patients who have ICD-10 codes (I21, I22) for myocardial 

infarction and 2) who underwent an echocardiogram for diagnosis or treatment. 

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD): a patient with ICD-10 code (K50, K51) for IBD. 

Non-tuberculosis mycobacterium (NTM): a patient with ICD-10 code (A31) for NTM. 

Anosmia (olfactory loss): patients diagnosed with ICD-10 code (R430) for anosmia; this only 
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targeted patients who were diagnosed after their COVID-19 confirmation diagnosis; anosmia 

was only included in patients who had a 5-year wash-out period. 

 

Machine Learning (ML) modeling 

To apply the ML model, we selected 24 independent variables: HTN, DM, Influenza, Cancer, 

Pulmonary, ARB, GERD, A_Sinusitis, C_Sinusitis, Osteoporosis, CVD, Angina, PVD, CHF, 

Depression, RA, Hepatitis, MI, IBD, NTM, Anosmia, Age, Sex, Residential area.  

Our interest was in predicting and identifying underlying diseases and demographic factors 

related to the severity and mortality of COVID-19 patients diagnosed from January 1, 2020 to 

July 30, 2020 in Korea. 

We used several ML algorithms. First, a logistic regression model was used. The logistic 

regression model is an analytical method commonly used in medicine to identify independent 

variables that affect the result when the dependent variable has a binary classification such as 

0 or 1. In this study, lasso, ridge and elastic net (EN) methods were used. 

𝑙(𝛽) − λ [(1 − α)2 ∑ 𝛽𝑗2𝑝
𝑗=1 + α ∑|𝛽𝑗|𝑝

𝑗=1 ], 
Here, if α=0, it is ridge, if α=1, it is lasso, and if 0<α<1, it is elastic net. To do this, we selected 

λ using fivefold cross-validation for each α value, and used R's “glmnet” package (www.r-

project.org). 

Second, a tree-based model was selected. One decision tree model is easy to explain to a 

clinician, but it has the disadvantage of low prediction power. In this study, we applied the 

bagging and random forest (RF) models using multiple trees. The multiple tree model 
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eventually improved the classification and prediction performance. This was applied using the 

“randomForest” package in R, and the number of trees was calculated by increasing bagging 

and RF to 500. 

We also used other ML models such as support vector machine (SVM) and neural networks. 

SVM is an algorithm that efficiently handles non-linear classification by converting it to a plane 

of a higher dimension than the original dimension, and it can be performed by introducing a 

kernel trick. 

The neural network model is composed of hidden layers and nodes, and the model was 

constructed using the “nnet” package in R. 

 

Measure of performance 

Since we have fitted several ML models, model comparison was an essential procedure. First, 

the AUC value (the area under the ROC curve) was calculated for several models. In addition, 

we calculated the binomial deviance (BD) as follows: 

2 ∑[ 𝑦𝑖 log(𝑦𝑖/�̂�𝑖) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log((1 − 𝑦𝑖)/(1 − �̂�𝑖))]n
i=1 , 

where 𝑦𝑖 and �̂�𝑖 are, respectively, the 𝑖-th observed response and the probability of success 

estimated from the model. 

This measure can be thought of as a generalization of RSS (residual sum of squares), and as 

the calculated probability value approaches the true value, BD tends to decrease. A cross-

validated approach was used to evaluate these two parameters, AUC and BD. 
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RESULTS 

Demography of COVID-19 patients in Korea 

This retrospective study included 8070 SARS-CoV-2 confirmed patients of the 129,120 SARS-

CoV-2 RNA tested patients in South Korea between January and July 2020, and whose data 

were available from the National Health Insurance Service. Their average age was 39.9 years 

(SD: 19.7 years), 3236 (40.1%) males and 4834 (59.9%) females. Of the 785 patients classified 

as severe, 374 were men and 411 were women (p<0.001). The mean age of severely ill patients 

was 61.6 years (SD 16.0 years). There were a total of 248 patients who died. Among the patients 

who died, 136 were male and 112 were female (p=0.0008). The average age of the patients 

who died was 72.1 years (10.2 years) (Figure 1B). 

Regarding the underlying diseases in COVID-19 patients, 2259 patients had a history of 

pulmonary disease, 806 patients with a history of hypertension (HTN), 1371 patients with 

anosmia, 659 patients with cancer, 725 patients with diabetes mellitus (DM), 943 patients with 

chronic sinusitis, 931 patients with osteoporosis, 796 patients with rheumatic disease (RA), 

193 patients with cardiovascular disease (CVD), 231 patients with ACE inhibitor or 

Angiotensin Receptor Blocker (ARB), 303 patients with peripheral vascular disease (PVD), 

1389 patients with depression, 1471 patients with gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD), 

629 patients with angina, 556 patients with congestive heart failure (CHF), 77 patients with 

acute sinusitis, 33 patients with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), 286 patients with acute 

myocardial infarction (MI), 674 patients with influenza, and 20 patients with non-tuberculosis 

mycobacterium (NTM) (Figure 1C). 

 

Factors that can predict the severity of COVID-19 
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Model selection was made by comparing the AUC and BD values for each model. Among the 

various models, the model with the best prediction of severity was the neural network with an 

AUC value of 85.06%, followed by logistic regression EN (84.91%), logistic regression ridge 

(84.89%), logistic regression lasso (84.88%), random forest (83.57%), and the bagging model 

(82.61%) (Figure 2A). 

The lowest value for BD was with the neural network model with a BD value of 25867.68, 

followed by logistic regression lasso (27821) and logistic regression EN (27863.47). The 

random forest based on the tree model had a BD value of 28130.22, followed by bagging with 

28192.47 (Figure 2B). 

In the neural network model, variable importance was in the order of influenza> NTM> IBD> 

ARB> anosmia (Table 1, Figure 2C). 

In the logistic regression EN model, variable importance was in the order of age> DM> 

anosmia>male>HTN> CVD>ARB, and in lasso, it was in the order of 

age>DM>male>anosmia>HTN>ARB>CVD. In ridge, it was 

age>anosmia>DM>HTN>male>influenza>ARB (Table 1). 

In the tree model, variable importance in bagging was age>HTN>DM>male>pulmonary 

disease>cancer history, and in RF, the order of importance was 

Age>HTN>DM>CVD>osteoporosis (Table 1). 

 

Factors that can predict the mortality of COVID-19 

Model selection was again made by comparing the AUC and BD values for each model. Among 

the various models, the model with the best prediction of death was the logistic regression EN 
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model with an AUC value of 93.86%, followed by the logistic regression lasso model (93.74%), 

the neural network model (93.73%), logistic regression ridge model (93.67%), random forest 

(91.98%), and finally the bagging model (91%) (Figure 3A). 

The lowest BD value was with the neural network model with a BD value of 5932.504, 

followed by logistic regression EN (6978.869), lasso (6999.053), and ridge (7067.44). The 

random forest based on tree model had a BD value of 7179.297, followed by bagging with 

7333.569 (Figure 3B). 

In the logistic regression EN model, variable selection importance was in the order of 

age>anosmia>metropolitan> NTM>influenza>male> DM>HTN, and in lasso, it was in the 

order age> metropolitan> influenza>anosmia>male> NTM>DM>HTN. In ridge, the order was 

age>anosmia>NTM>metropolitan>influenza> HTN>male>DM. 

In the neural network model, variable selection was important in the order of CVD Hx> age> 

male> RA> C sinusitis> influenza Hx> IBD (Table 1, Figure 3C).  

In the tree model, variable importance in bagging was age> male> HTN> DM> CVD> lung 

disease> cancer history, and in RF, the order of importance was age> HTN> male> DM> CVD> 

PVD (Table 1). 
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DISCUSSION 

The reproduction number (R0) of COVID-19 is 2.56 (95%CI: 2.49–2.63), which is 

considerably higher than that of MERS (R0<1).3,4 So the infectivity of COVID-19 is high, but 

mortality (3.4%) is still relatively low compared to other MERS (case fatality rate (CFR): 

34.4%) and SARS-CoV (9.6%); however, the COVID-19 pandemic is still in progress, so we 

need to continue to monitor the trends.5,6 Nevertheless, since the death toll with COVID-19 is 

so high (about 1,400,000 worldwide as of November 26, 2020), it is of considerable 

significance to investigate the level of severity and mortality. 

We have predicted the severity and mortality rate using the ML technique. Based on AUC value, 

the model that best predicted severity was the neural network followed by logistic regression 

EN, logistic regression ridge, logistic regression lasso, random forest and bagging model 

(Figure 2A). Based on BD, the model that best predicted severity was the neural network 

followed by logistic regression lasso, logistic regression EN, random forest then bagging.  

So the neural network was the model with the best performance among the models for 

predicting COVID-19 severity. Influenza, NTM, IBD, ARB, and anosmia were the important 

variables selected in the neural network model. 

It has been reported that the status of the immune system of patients who have recovered from 

COVID-19 is similar to that in individuals when they recover from influenza with activation 

of immune cells.7 Infection caused by the influenza virus can cause pulmonary fibrosis and 

emphysema in severe cases, and as a result, the cross-sectional area of the pulmonary alveoli 

is reduced.8 This aspect seems to be a major factor in increasing COVID-19 severity and can 

lead to death. These results are in line with the current policy recommending influenza virus 

vaccination, mainly considering the current COVID-19 epidemic and the prevalence of 
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influenza during the period from autumn to spring. Non-tuberculosis mycobacterium (NTM) 

can also cause a decline in forced exhalation volume in 1 second (FEV1) and forced vital 

capacity (FVC). It is a causative disease, and appears to contribute to increasing the severity of 

COVID-19 when patients are infected with this disease.9 

In our study, influenza history was a very important variable in terms of COVID-19 severity 

(neural network 1st, ridge 6th) and mortality (EN 4th, lasso 2nd, ridge 5th). It has been reported 

that oseltamivir cannot prevent worsening of symptoms and disease in patients with COVID-

19 as different molecular docking sites have been found in in vitro and retrospective studies in 

COVID-19.10 Among recent papers, it has been reported that influenza vaccination can 

alleviate the risk of death in a pandemic situation caused by COVID-19.11 Since the symptoms 

of influenza and COVID-19 are similar, it can be confusing which disease is present, so 

vaccination can be important in preventing the twindemic of COVID-19 and influenza co-

infection. In this paper, we studied the history of influenza and the severity of COVID-19. A 

history of influenza can sometimes cause pulmonary fibrosis, a common sequelae of virus-

induced pneumonia, and this complication is estimated to cause increased severity and 

mortality of COVID-19 infection. 

Among all variables, age was the top factor affecting disease severity and mortality in COVID-

19 patients in Korea. The average age of patients with severe COVID-19 was 21.7 years higher 

than the average age of all COVID-19 confirmed cases, and the average age of those who died 

from COVID-19 was 10.5 years higher than the age of those with severe COVID-19. 

Among the demographic factors, sex (male) was significant. Among patients with severe 

COVID-19, 631 were male (46.7%), and among patients who died from COVID-19, 151 were 

male (51.5%). As the severity and mortality increased, the proportion of males increased 

statistically significantly (p<0.05, respectively). This trend supports previous studies in China, 
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Italy, and the United States which reported that men and old age are two important risk 

factors.12-14 In our paper, the proportion of underlying diseases is higher in men than in women, 

and the proportion of underlying diseases is particularly high in the elderly, which is the main 

reason for the severity and mortality of COVID-19. In our study, patients living in metropolitan 

areas did not have significantly increased severity of COVID-19 compared to other patients, 

and there were significantly lower mortality rates in metropolitan areas. In Korea, the mortality 

rate is thought to be significantly lower in large cities, thanks to the well developed healthcare 

system there. 

In the models for predicting severity, diabetes was the second to fourth most important variable 

in the EN, ridge, lasso, and RF models. In the models for predicting mortality, it was the 8th 

most important variable in the EN model and 5th in the lasso model. When diabetes is poorly 

controlled, lymphocyte proliferation is inhibited,15 as are neutrophil and monocyte functions.16 

Although the mechanism for the role of DM in COVID-19 has not yet been fully elucidated, 

its relevance is recognized epidemiologically, and this study supports that.17 

Hypertension is an important factor in COVID-19. It was the 4th to 5th most important variable 

in the EN, ridge, and lasso models with regard to severity of COVID-19 and the 8th most 

important variable in the EN and lasso models with regard to death from COVID-19. Some 

studies have shown that over 60% of the elderly have a prevalence for hypertension.18 With 

logistic regression analysis of the variables age and hypertension in our data, statistically 

significant results were found with a very high prevalence of hypertension in old age (p= 2e-

16 < 0.001). 

Angiotensin converting enzyme II (ACE2) is a controversial factor. It is one of the enzymes in 

the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) and is a predominant cellular receptor of COVID-19 and 

SARS-CoV. ACE2 is present in the lungs, heart, kidneys, endothelium, liver, intestine, testis 
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and oral mucosa.19 In addition, ACE2 is known to be related to IL-6, which is closely related 

to cytokine storm syndrome, and is known to affect the severity of COVID-19.20 In theory, it 

can be assumed that the ACE inhibitor blocks ACE receptors in cells of various organs in the 

human body through which COVID-19 can penetrate, and thus the severity of COVID-19 can 

be reduced. However, there is also a study reporting that ACE inhibitors have no effect on 

plasma ACE2 levels, so it is difficult to confidently predict the effect on COVID-19.21 In recent 

research results, there are reports that RAS blockers raise the risk of COVID 2 virus infection,22 

and there are papers which report that RAS enzymes are not related to COVID-19 infection or 

severity.23 In our study, the use of angiotensin receptor blocker (ARB) was the 4th to 6th most 

important variable for severity of COVID-19, and was considered to be a variable that had no 

effect on mortality. 

Anosmia was also identified as an important variable in predicting the severity of COVID-19. 

The best predictive models for severity were neural networks followed by logistic regression 

EN, ridge, and lasso. In the neural network model, olfactory loss was the fifth most important 

variable, whereas in logistic regression EN and ridge, it was the second most important variable, 

and in lasso, the fourth most important variable to lower severity. The best predictive models 

for mortality were the EN and lasso models, and the second most important variable in both 

these models was olfactory loss. This means that the mortality rate was low in patients with 

olfactory loss after the COVID-19 diagnosis. There are papers which indicate that recent 

olfactory loss in mild to moderate COVID-19 patients is an important factor that differentiates 

COVID-19 from other infectious disease, and in most cases, the sense of smell recovers 

well.24,25 The novel finding in our study is that anosmia is an important indicator for COVID-

19, and most patients with such anosmia will not be severely affected by the disease or die. It 

is assumed that the anosmia in COVID-19 is a result of transneural penetration.24 As recent 
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studies have reported that loss of sense of smell is a major symptom which indicates that 

patients are infected with COVID-19, the presence of this indicator should also be carefully 

examined, as it is a major indicator of lower severity and mortality. Taken together with the 

results of this paper, olfactory loss will continue to be an indicator that should be carefully 

examined in COVID-19 infection.26 
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CONCLUSION 

Influenza was found to be a major adverse factor in COVID-19 in addition to the factors of old 

age and male sex, and which are already known to be related to disease severity and mortality. 

In addition, anosmia was found to be a major factor associated with lower severity and 

mortality rates. Therefore, in the current situation where there is no adequate COVID-19 

treatment at present, examining the history of influenza and anosmia in addition to age and sex 

will be important indicators for predicting the severity and mortality of COVID-19 patients. 
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Figure legends 

Figure 1. A. Flowchart of the entire study design. B. Age distribution of 8070 COVID-19 

confirmed patients in Korea in this study C. Comorbidity of 8070 COVID-19 confirmed 

patients in Korea in this study 

 

Figure 2. A. ROC curves and AUC values in the prediction of severity of COVID-19. B. BD 

in the prediction of severity of COVID-19. C. Variable importance of the neural network model 

in the prediction of severity of COVID-19. 

 

Figure 3. A. ROC curves and AUC values in the prediction of mortality of COVID-19. B. BD 

in the prediction of mortality of COVID-19. C. Coefficient heatmap of the three logistic model 

in the prediction of mortality of COVID-19. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figures

Figure 1

A. Flowchart of the entire study design. B. Age distribution of 8070 COVID-19 con�rmed patients in Korea
in this study C. Comorbidity of 8070 COVID-19 con�rmed patients in Korea in this study

Figure 2

A. ROC curves and AUC values in the prediction of severity of COVID-19. B. BD in the prediction of severity
of COVID-19. C. Variable importance of the neural network model in the prediction of severity of COVID-
19.

Figure 3



A. ROC curves and AUC values in the prediction of mortality of COVID-19. B. BD in the prediction of
mortality of COVID-19. C. Coe�cient heatmap of the three logistic model in the prediction of mortality of
COVID-19.
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